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HABITAT USE BY WINTERING STELLER'S E IDERS POLYSTICTA
STELLERI IN NORTHERN NORWAY
JAN 0 . BUSTNES & GEIR H . SYSTAD
Bustnes J .O. & G.H . Systad 2001 . Habitat use by wintering Steller's Eiders
Polysticta stelleri in northern Norway . Ardea 89(2) : 267-274 .
Habitat use of Steller's Eiders Polysticta stelleri was studied in Var angerfjord, northern Norway, during three winter periods (November, J anuary
and April) in 1996/97 . We partitioned habitats based on water depth and
benthic conditions, and compared the benthic characteristics in known
feeding areas to nearby areas avoided by Ste ll er's Eiders . On average 88%
of the birds were in natural habitats, outside of harbours . Mean water depth
at feeding areas varied from 3 .7 m in November to 2.5 m in April . Overall
89% of eiders foraged by diving at locations where water depths were less
than 5 m . Steller's Eiders foraged in areas with underwater vegetation, pre~ _ dominantly in kelp beds . Two factors were positively associated (P < 0 .05)
with the probability that an area was used by Stell er's Eiders: the proportion
of the area covered by the kelp species Lami naria hyperborea and the vegetation density . Shallowly flooded kelp beds are the prime habitat for Stel~- ~-- ler's Eiders in Varan gerfjord, and protection of these habitats is probably of
great importance for preserv ing the species in the area.
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INTRODUCTION that the population is fairly stable (NygArd et al .
1995a) .
Steller's Eiders Polysticta stelleri breed al ong the Sea ducks generally feed on sessile or slow
arctic coasts of Sibe ri a and Alaska and winter in moving organisms on the seabed. Benthic condinear-arctic waters in Alaska, East-Asia an d north- tions, however, vary greatly an d are usua lly divide rn Europe . During recent decades a serious ed into hard- an d soft bottoms ( Tait 1982) . Hard
decline has occurred in the breeding and winter- substrates often support large algae growing on
ing population in Alaska (Kertell 1991), leading to
rocks and stones, while most soft bott om commuthe status of this population being listed as Cate- nities support little vegetation. This leads to ve ry
gory 1 threatened by the U .S . Department of the
different animal communities (Mann 1982 ; Tait
Interior (Anonymous 1997) . In the 1960s the 1982) and feeding conditions for predators such as
world population was estimated to number sea ducks . Although preferred foraging depths are
400 000-500 000 birds (Palmer 1976) while the known to vary among sea duck species, little is
present estimate is 220 000 birds (Pih1 in press) . known about the preferences for benthic condiAbout 15-25% (30 000-50 000 birds) of the world tions among species (Nilsson 1972; Stott & Olson
population winters in northern Europe, the major1973 ; Goudie & Ankney 1988 ; Guilleme tte et al .
ity (> 80%) in VarangerfJord an d Kola Peninsula 1992, 1993 ; Bustnes & L onne 1995, 1997 ; Bustnes
(Fig . 1), and few birds migrate further west. Suret al. 1997) . There have been no qu antitative studveys carried out since the early 1980's indicate ies of the underwater habitats used by the Ste ll er's
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Eider, but it has been suggested th at it prefers to

forage in shall ow waters close to shore (McKinney
1965 ; Petersen 1980; Metzner 1993 ; Fox & Mitchell 1997) . Thousands of Steller's Eiders moult and ~ . ~
overwinter in Izembek Lagoon and Nelson
r
Lagoon in Alaska (Petersen 1980; Metzner 1993) .
Izembek Lagoon is dominated by soft substrates r;
with Eelgrass Zostera marina (McCroy 1 968 ;
Metzner 1993), whereas Nelson Lagoon has little
underwater veg
etation
Gi ll & Jorgenson 1979). ~aenes
( Varangerbofi
vestr e
In Varangerflord, Fox & Mitchell (1997) found
I a Nesseby Jakoelv Andersby RdsO

that Ste ller's Eiders preferred gently shelving
coastal profiles, but gave no information about the
depth and bottom characteri stics in the feeding
areas . Part of the population in this area is also
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found in habitats greatly in fluenced by m an, such Fig . 1. The study area (between Varangerbotn and
Kiberg) in Varangerf ord, Finnmark, northern Norway.
as harbours (Fox & Mitchell 1997) . A large proportion of the subtidal area in Varangerfjord i s

dominated by the sugar kelp species Laminaria
28°34'E) to Kiberg (70°16'N, 31 °00'E). The area
hyperborea (Lein et al. 1987) . Such kelp beds are consists of about 110 km of shoreline of va rying
known to suppo rt high densities of potential prey topography (Lein et al. 1987 ; Fox & Mitche ll
for sea ducks (Guillemette et al. 1992 ; Chri stie 1997). Most of the area is visible from the road
1995; Skadsheim & Rinde 1995 ; Norderhaug adjacent to the fjord, an d all bird observations
1998) . This may also be the case for Ste ll er's were made from this road in a vehicle. The outer
Eiders, since they to a large extent feed on swim- pa rt of Varangerfjord (Kiberg to Vads o ) is domiming prey (e.g. some crustaceans) or organisms nated by gently shelving coastal profiles with
that may be found on the kelp pl ants (e.g . gastro- shallow water (< 50 m) that may extend several
pods, bivalves and some crustacean s) (Bustnes et km from shore . In the inner part of the fjord
al. 2000) . The purpose of this study was to obtain
(Vadso to Varangerbotn) some stretches are somequantitative information about the natural under- what deeper along the shore, while shallow waters
water habitats used by Ste ller's Eiders wintering
and large bays dominate other stretches . The stuin Varangerfjord. First, we documented the dep th
dy area is sparsely populated . There are two large
and benthic conditions of habitats used by feeding fishing port s with fishing industry (Vadso and
flocks, hypothesising that th e birds would select Kiberg), and four small ones (Nesseby, Vestre
vegetated areas because of be tter feeding condi- Jacobselv, Ekkero y, Krampenes), where fishing
tions . Second, we compared the benthic charac- vessels > 20 feet may land. These harbours are
teristics (substrates, vegetation types and vegeta- encircled by breakwaters and have facili ties to
tion density) in known feeding areas to areas bring fish ashore .
avoided by birds to identify factors impo rtant for
The study was conducted in th e winter 1996habitat selection.
.
97 Stell er's Eiders were surveyed in three pe riods
representing different events in th e annual cycle
of the ducks : mid November (shortly after th e
STUDY AREA AND METHODS
arrival of the birds), early January (close to the
darkest peri od) and mid April (shortly before
The study area was the northern side of Varan- migration) . Counts were conducted independent
gerfjord (Fig . 1) from Varangerbotn (70°11'N,
of tidal cycles, during daylights hours (four days
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in November, three days in January, and two days flocks of Steller's Eiders had been observed forin April) . Behaviour of each flock observed was aging during the preceding winter (> 50 birds at
classified as feeding (any number of birds in the each location) and compared them to areas where
flock observed to feed) or non-feeding (no feed- no birds had been observed within 2 .5 km of a
ing birds), and only feeding flocks were used in feeding area . The distance between transects was
subsequent analyses . All flocks and individuals > 500 m . The transects were placed in the area
were plotted on 1 :25 000 maps using topographi- from Varangerbotn to Skallelv (Fig . 1), covering
cal features and estimated distances from shore . on average 50% (range among periods 42-55%)
Birds in the centre of the flock were used as centre of the Steller's Eiders in the study area . Location
point to estimate distance . To improve our ability of transects in non-feeding areas were selected
to estimate distances of flocks from the shore, we based on shore topography, i .e . gently shelving
regularly checked the distances to selected flocks profiles typical for sites where Steller' Eiders are
using a Leica Geovid laser range finder pointed at found in the study area (Fox & Mitchell 1997 ; J.O .
the birds or at nearby land structures . Bustnes pers . obs .), and lack of steep cliffs wit h

Underwater habitats were examined in August deep water close to shore . At each predetermined
1997 . In the area from Andersby (2 km west of location, transects were randomly placed . Since
Vadso) to Kiberg (Fig . 1) water depths (rounded Steller's Eiders were foraging in waters shallower
to the nearest metre) at the location of each feed- than 10 in we placed no sampling stations deeper
ing Steller's Eider flock were obtained from a than 10 m. The underwater transects ran perpenbathymetric map (1 :10 000) with depth measure- dicular from the shore, starting at distances from
ments taken at 25 in intervals. For the area 10 to 100 m(depending on the shore profile and
between Andersby and Varangerbotn no bathy- tidal level), and extending from 100 to 300 in
metric maps were available and we used a from the upper tidal level . Sampling stations were
1 :50 000 nautical map. Water depths on both map at 10 meters intervals, measured by the Leica
types are related to the Equinoctial Spring Low Geovid laser range finder, aimed at the shore .
Water, which is equal to the Norwegian Chart Bottom conditions were examined with an underDatum. In areas where Steller's Eiders foraged, water video camera . The camera was attached to a
we used aerial photographs to classify benthic rig that was placed on the bottom at each station,
conditions to depths of about 8 in as vegetated and was connected to a monitor placed in a small
(dark areas) or non-vegetated areas (light areas) . boat . The area covered by the camera was 0 .25
Feeding areas were classified as vegetated even if m2 .
there were mosaic patches of sand/mud or bare We recorded three variables at each sampling
rock within the vegetation . To verify photograph- station along the transect : substrate type (when
ic interpretation and determine if vegetation visible through the vegetation), vegetation type
occurred in areas not visible on photographs, we (kelp or other vegetation), and type of kelp . Subalso inspected feeding sites from a boat (also strates were defined as soft (mud/sand/silt) or
using a video camera: see below), and from the hard (pebble, cobble and bed rock) (Tait 1982) .
shore . Vegetation was plotted on 1 :25 000 nauti- Vegetation types were classified as kelp or other
cal maps, which were used to identify bottom algae (mostly seaweed such as Fucus spp. and
types for all feeding areas. We consider the accuAscophyllum nodosum, some red and other brown
racy of the aerial photographs and the on-site clas- algae) . Sugar kelp was further divided into two
sification similar, since we used the same criteria groups of species : Laminaria hyperborea, which
for classification and plotted data from both meth- also contained small proportions of the similar
ods on the same type of maps . species L . digitata, and L. saccharina. We estabTo identify benthic factors influencing habitat lished 35 transects with a total of 456 sampling
preference we placed transects in areas where stations : 24 transects (x ± SE = 13 .04 ± 0 .81, ran-
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ge 4-22, n = 333 stations) in feeding areas ; and November
eleven transects (13 .0 ± 1 .38, range 4-19, n = 143
stations) in avoided areas. Analyses were carried
out using SAS (SAS 1990, 1993). We used logistic
regression (PROC GENMOD : SAS 1993) to test
if the following predictors influenced the probability of a site being a feeding area or not : ( 1) the
cW
.
proportion of the visible substrate in a transect ~
th at was soft bo ttom ; (2) the proportion of stations
along a transect where vegetation was kelp ; (3 )
the proportion of the kelp in a transect th at were January
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Laminaria hyperborea ; and (4) th e proportion of a

tran sect with substrates covered by the vegetatio
density) . We used a backward elimin(vegtaio
nation procedure to fit the model, starting with all
main effects and interactions, and removing insignifican t effects sequentially until all remaining ~
variables were significant (Likelihood ratio statistics; Kleinbaum et al . 1998) . Stan dard errors (SE)
are given for all means
. April
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RESULTS
A total of 5000, 5400 and 7500 Steller's Eiders
were observ ed in the study area in November,
vaa~ -_
4r
January and April, respectively . Of these 84%, ~
58% and 46% were in fora '
flocks at th e time
20km
of observation . Twelve percentg of the birds in the
study area were observed in harbours (ran ge 916%) . The distribution of birds within the fjord Fig. 2 . The distribution of Stell er's Eiders in the study
area in winter 1996/97 .
was similar among periods (Fig. 2) . Me an water
dep ths at feeding sites differed among obse rv ati on
peri ods (x22 =15 .32, P < 0.001, Kuskal-Wallis Independent of period, all feeding flocks (n =
test) . In November the water depth at foraging 203) outside the harbours occurred in areas classisites was 3 .7 ± 0 .4 m (me an ± SE fl ock size : 75 ± f ed as vegetated . Hard bottom substrates domi12.5, n = 42), whereas in January and Apri l they nated foraging areas ( 61 .5%) whereas soft subwere 3 .2 ± 0 .2 (x_ = 26 ± 4 .7, n = 76) and 2 .5 ± 0.2 strates dominated non-foraging a re as (80% ;
in (x_ = 38 ± 5 .9, n = 85), respectively . In Novem- Fig. 4) . The vegetation in both foraging and nonber, J anuary and April, about 88%, 83% an d 93% foraging areas was dominated by kelp (Fig . 4), but
of the birds foraged in water < 5 m deep, respec- in the feeding areas 60 .5% of the kelp was Lamitively (Fig . 3) . In April more flocks (55%) foraged
naria hyperborea, while in avoided areas 92%
in < 2 m than in the other periods ( 45%) . Only was L. saccharina (Fig . 4) . The vegetation cover
0 .16% of th e birds were seen feeding in waters > was greater in foraging areas (54%) than in the
10 m deep . non-foraging areas (24%) (Fig . 4) . Two variables
were significantly associated with the probability
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Fig . 3 . Proportions of Steller's Eiders diving at differ- Fig . 4. Comparison of feeding areas and areas avoident depths in the study area in winter 1996/97 . ed by Steller's Eiders in terms of the mean (± SE) proportion of bottom transects with soft versus hard bottom, the proportion of the transects where the vegetaof a transect running through a feeding area . Both tion covered the substrate (vegetation cover), the prothe proportion of vegetation consisting of Lamiportion of transects where the vegetation along the trannaria hyperborea compared to L . saccharina (LR sects consisted of kelp, and the proportion of the kelp
statistics x21= 15 .49, P < 0 .0001), and vegetation along the transects consisting of Laminaria hyperborea
density (x21 = 3 .79, P = 0.05) showed positive compared to L . saccharina .

relationships. The relationship is given by th e
logistic equation (ElogÍr) : probability of a transect is unknown. The reason why Steller's Eiders forrunning through a feeding area = -3 .03 (± 1 .50 aged in areas with shallower waters late in the
SE) + 6 .38 (± 2 .18) L . hyperborea + 4 .16 (± 2 .44) season compared to early is not understood, but
vegetation density. may relate to changes in prey distribution, eithe r
through prey depletion during winter or prey
movement .
DISCUSSION A central fmding in this study was that Steller's Eiders preferred to forage in areas with vegeAll Steller's Eiders in Varangerfjord fed in shal- tation . However, our observations on bird distrilow waters, in accordance with other studies bution in relation to vegetation are relatively coar(McKinney 1965 ; Metzner 1993 ; Fox & Mitchell se, and we could not distinguish exactly where
1997) . Petersen (1980) found that Steller's Eiders birds fed in relation to the often complex mosaic
in Nelson Lagoon, Alaska were diving to depths pattern of sand/mud or bare rock patches within
of 6 m, similar to our finding that 89% of the birds the kelp (Guillemette et al. 1993) . However, in
fed in water < 5 m deep . The energetic costs of bays dominated by sand beaches, feeding flocks
diving increase with depth, but different sea duck fed along the edges of patches of vegetated rocky
species may experience different costs and may intertidal or submerged hard bottom ridges with,
have different physiological abilities for diving and avoided the sand . Moreover, in the inner part
(Ydenberg & Clark 1989; Lovvorn & Jones of Varangerfjord, where many of the subtidal are1991ab ; de Leeuw 1996; Boyd 1997). Whether the as were not vegetated and dominated by sand
preference for shallow waters in Steller's Eider is and/or mud, we did not observe Steller's Eiders.
a result of poor physiological capability for diving Other sea ducks such as Common Eider Soma-
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teria mollissima (Guillemette et al. 1993 ; Bustnes use in detail in other wintering areas . If the Stel& Lonne 1995, 1997), Long-tailed Duck Clangula
ler's Eider has a low flexibility in habitat use, it
hyemalis (Goudie & Ankney 1988 ; Bustnes et al .
may be vulnerable to small scale changes in habi1997), Goldeneye Bucephala clangula (Nilsson tats, which may have been a contributing factor to
1972 ; Stott & Olson 1973) and Harlequin Duck the decline in the world population .
Histrionicus histrionicus (Goudie & Ankney
Laminaria hyperborea beds are common
1988) have been found to feed among underwater along the whole coast of northern Norway (Lein
vegetation, but not as consistently as we found for
et al . 1987), but Varangerfjord is the only site in
the Steller's Eiders . The most important factors Norway where large numbers of Steller's Eiders
associated with feeding areas were dense vegeta- occur . Thus, the distribution of Laminaria hypertion, particularly of Laminaria hyperborea. Areas
borea cannot alone explain the wintering distribuavoided by the birds had far more scattered vege- tion of the population . Fox & Mitchell (1997) sugtation, mostly dominated by L . saccharina, a spe- gested that gently shelving coastal profiles were
cies that often is attached to small rocks on soft of importance, and that such habitats were genersubstrates . On soft bottoms, L . saccharina usually ally rare in northern Norway. In our opinion this
does not form dense vegetation (Kain 1962 ; Lein explanation is not supported since similar habitats
et al. 1987) . Laminaria hyperborea beds were are found in many areas on the outer coast of eastprobably preferred because they support high em Finnmark between Vard(ó (Fig 1) and Norddensities of potential prey for sea ducks (Guille- kynn Peninsula, and in fjords such as Porsangerfmette et al . 1992 ; Christie 1995 ; Skadsheim & jord and Tanafjord (Lein et al . 1987) . Some of theRinde 1995 ; Norderhaug 1998). se places have small numbers of wintering StelEarlier studies have not considered the vegeta- ler's Eiders suggesting that the species may use
tion itself as an important habitat component for the areas (Systad & Bustnes 1999) . Varangefjord
wintering Steller's Eiders, although Metzner may well represent the limit of the winter range of
(1993) assumed that Eelgrass beds were important Steller's Eider, and the available habitats, includsince many wintering birds in Alaska are found in ing those on the Russian side, are sufficient to
such habitats . However, Steller's Eiders also support the existing population .
exploit other habitats such as soft mud in Vadso One potential threat to the habitats is harvestharbour (Fox & Mitchell 1997), where we obser- ing of kelp and seaweed, which is an important
ved up to 600 birds . These birds were commonly industry, especially in the southwestertt part of
feeding by digging in soft mud, either through Norway (Bustnes et al . 1997) . Plans still exist for
diving in very shallow water (< 1 m), up-ending kelp and Ascopyllum nodosus harvesting in Finnor picking . Both in Kiberg and Vadso, many of the mark, including Varangerfjord (Lein et al . 1987) .
birds were feeding on offal from the fish industry We would not recommend such activity at the
close to and under the quays, in addition to natural northern side of the fjord, especially at water
prey. However, some of the birds staying in Vadso depths < 10 in . The outer part of the fjord supports
harbour sometimes moved to feed in nearby areas a dense concentration of wintering sea ducks
where the bottom was vegetated (pers . obs . J .O. (Nygdrd et al . 1995b), and removing the underwaBustnes) . Fox & Mitchell (1997) observed that ter vegetation will probably have effects on these
Steller's Eiders in spring often were found close populations (Bustnes et al. 1997) . We believe that
to inflowing freshwater streams. Moreover, the Steller's Eiders and other sea ducks in the area
large numbers of birds moulting in the largely would benefit from habitat protection (see also
non-vegetated Nelson Lagoon in Alaska Peninsu- Fox et al. 1997).
la (Gill & Jorgensen 1979 ; Petersen 1980,1981)
show that they do exploit different habitats . It
would thus be of great interest to examine habitat
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